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Tcx/ay Japan is taking vigorous measures to ensure its continuance of 
social and technological development by embarking upon one o. (he 
most advanced and ambitious nuclear progrums in the world . . t\u 
Japan the peaceful atom represents a clean, jaie, environmentally 
acceptable and economically-desirable energy source lor man) 
decades to come . . .' 
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INTRODUCTION 

A ll over the world the development 
ot nuclear power is being chall
enged by a broadly based oppos
ition movement This is partic
ularly so in Japan, the USA, West 

Germany. Sweden France and Italy It is 
this opposition movement, in combination 
with economic ai.d technical difficulties, 
which has caused a marked cut-back in 
nuclear programs". 

In this paper , a close look is taken at the 
Japanese nuclear scene. The tacts presented 
will come as a surprise to many readers; 
tor the intormation obtained Irom pro-
nuclear sources in Japan is in stark 
contradiction to the impression conveyed 
by the Australian media and the govern
ment As will become obvious, the 
Australian public nas so far been provided 
with information which is sadly out of date. 

Over the last 4 years the dreams of Japan's 
nuclear establishment have been severely 
shaken Because ot widespread public 
opposition, the nuclear program has 
fallen further and further behind schedule 
Although Japan's first commercial reactor 
began operations in 1965, today nuclear 
energy accounts for only 1-2 per cent of 
Japan's energy supplies, by 1985 this 
proportion will have grown, at the most, 
to only 4 per cent As a result, Japan 

already has sufficient uranium (trcm 
contracts signed in 1972 73) to last we!! 
into the 1990's and perhap- beyond tht.-
year 2000 . 

BACKGROUND 

I n 1972, the Japanest- 'overnmei.. 
established a tai •• ; oi 6 0 
qigawat ts (GW) «..i nuclear 
capaci ty for the year 1985, and 
100 GW by 1990 (The targets 

and the projected uranium requuements 
— • ' i n g with more realistic estimater 
a re presented in Table 1). If <ic}i -.< 
this target would have meant thai : 
1990 Japan would have had about 140 
nuclear plants. 

In order to ensure sufficier.- , ; i ' l for the 
plants proposed up to i •'•'>, officials 
travelled the world to sign contracts with 
the producers of uranium. By mid-1973 as 
shown in Table 2 contract" had been 
signed for the delivery of 86 ,000 tonnes, 
equivalent ic 8 5 % of anticipated require
ments up to 1985 ' . This was *'•••; time of 
great optimism for nuclear po r both in 
Japaa and in most overseas countries; the 
social, technical and economic pi- 'Uems 
which have plagued the industry were 
only then beginning to surface 

During the ' .te 1960's and early 1970s , 
the nine eic-ctric power companies in 
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TABLE 1 
NurltMr Powrr 
ln:,t.tllc<i Cnp.icity driH 
(JMinurn H*'«]uir«'tiit.'nt.. 
Th.- WA F.»n-7ci.st 
i.in<i H».'visiuns I97!i 9 4 

1977 NA 
1980 32 0 
19HS Hi 0 
1990 1 0 0 0 

Nuclear Power Capacity 
(Giyawatts) 

1972 Forecast1 Actual and 
Revised Estimates 

39J 

IV 
I4.0-* 
21 0 4 -27 .0 s 

35 0 

Cumulative Uranium 
Requirements (Tonnes) 

1972 Forecast'Revise.I 
Estimates 

16,000 bb00 ' 
NA NA 
48,000 21,000' 
99,000 34,700' -44.50-. 
170,000 59,o00' 

1 Gerie/u/ Htjvit'w ot the Ixmg Term Program 
June 1, 1972, p 67 

2 Actual capacity achieved 
3 Authors interpola' u (Note the revised estimates tor 
take into ... count th w capacity lactors achieved in re 
may t1 i. lore IXJ over :,iated by 40 50 per cent as the reac: 
than i ...ne.i ) 
4 Estimate based on ligures published by the Japan Atom 

it:. l:t'/t> 7/ Annual Report, pa i f Reference 1 
5 Forera-* by the Institute of Kin i iy Economics, contaii 

IKK No 36 l.March 1977 ', 
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I ip.tn ;• irlo determined offorf to acquire 
;i?es to enable the c- ' imencemoil of 
r-^nstrtiction 'if the first s tage oi '!»*> 
;>:oaram I* ' n s been alleged (during 

T A B L b 2 

; ^ n s 1 ' : t n m n (' ntracts 
- l i . i t P ' - •<•*•:> •• 197:" 

N i m f "f ' • mp it v Contract 
(tonnes) 

I V t i p n n C i ot Canada 28,000 
Rio." rn ' "/!) of Canada 5,600 
NUF'..'. )R t . !S Africa 12 500 
:v.o Tmto Zinc oi S A 17,500 
i i ' "-.sinrj Uranium of Namibia 8,200 
OKA URANKX of France r . 8 0 0 
CKi.>i>nslanff M-I IPS of Australia 3,200 
Rar T'T Ur •• ;n of Australia 2,300 
T.,.,,1 86,100 

S-<urc" t'om an article written by an official of the 
M'.msfr-.- of International Trade and Industry in 
y ?in. i i«?omb<.r, 1973 Quotpd in AMPO Japan 
A-«a Quarterly, Vol 17, No. 1, Winter 1975, p 25 
A'.-.n wo P ink of NSW Review, April 1975 

court proceedings) that in order to persuade 
local residents to give up their land, the 
authorities resorted to duress and to 
misleading statements as to the intended 

tin lml ' ' 

By mid-1974 t)\t>re were seven reactors in 
operation in Japan. Six of these were light 
water reactors made by the US firms, GE 
and Westinghouse, and one was a gas-
cooled reactor similar to the British design. 

Around !hr- ''.me majot technical problems 
began to cause prolonged shutdowns of 
the plants. These prob'ems — pipe cracks, 
corrosion, fuel rod bendinq and radiation 
••• '>s ••- have continued to p lague the 
1 i.l-istry right up to the present. Not 
surprisui' they have re: 'led in extremely 

.v lo- Is of' , , o r a t i n g f-'licienry. 

CAPACITY FACTORS & ECONOMICS 

T he r>- lor capaci ty factor is the 
ratio >f actual output of electric
ity to the output which would b e 
produced if the reactor were to 
o p e r a ' 0 at ful! design power 

throughout the year. It is r egarded in the 
industry as a good m e a s m e of efficiency. 

In the early 1970's, it was believed by 
reactor manufacturers, GE and Westing 
house, that their rea l tors would achieve a 
capaci ty factor of at least 8 0 per cer>' 
This has proven to be a pipe-dream in all 
countries, especially in Japan. 

The capaci ty factors from 1971 onwards 
a r e set out in Table 3 . Affer several years 
of progressively declining average capacity 
factors, the nad ' r was reached in 1975. I. 
that year the reactors were broken down 
most of the time and the average capac i ty 
factor was only 31 per cent. In the following 
year, 1976, the situation improved in the 
first half oi the year only to deter iorate in 
the second half, as technical problems 
erupted once again. Overall in 1976 the 
ave rage was around 6 0 per cent. In the 
first three months of 1977, the long term 
trend appears to have been re-established, 
as six out of thirteen reactors produced less 
than five per cent of their potential : the 
ave rage for this three month period was 
only 3 0 per cent 

Although the overall profit and loss figures 
for the Japanese nuclear industry have 
never been published, it seems certain 
that the figures would be heavily in the 
red. Furthermore, the loss would bo 
dramatical ly accentua ted if the large 
subsidies provided by thei government 
were to be included: in the last two year ' 
the total ,(i>vernment nuclear budget hc:s 
averaged % <60 million ' 

T>BLE3 
• • • f i l l ••,.-:• 

• i .: r-<77 

19712 ' 19723 1 9 7 M 1974 5 1975 h 1976 l '» /7 ' 
N.. 1'lanK1 4 4 5 6 H 10 12 
Wfifjhtfd Avrraqe 
Oapanty Factor (V/» 69 0 59 3 .2 4 46 2 3 1 1 60 0 '0 2 

NOTE 
1 Ttipyoar-, 1971 ?. tr, 1975f,,, r f . thr. ti:;r-.,l ,. ,-, . . nd... | March il-.t 
2 < 'alendar yp.ir 
' i :r-t three months ot Ihp calendar year Mitmiry March) 
I Kxoludps the small (IMS MW)ob-.o|ete ., ,-. , oo'."d Tokai r«wt.,r 

Soiree*: G^nlin No 127' ' Ministry "Unl^r". itmnal Trade & Inrlu-.iry, l'i|y 1975 
<Tr mi'.rrih.d l-r FOE M. 'l.»imoliy '• hu K ..T-.lry., i 
.V'Wrv,-,,,-: W"-k, M^Or.iA- Hill Nnvrnlier 2.7 l'»7r> March 24 I f>77. April 21 l'»77 
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We also know that, as in the USA and 
Western Europe, the authorities are 
(unearned about the difficulty of raising 
the enormous volume of funds which the 
nuclear program demands l.i November 
1975, for example , the Atomic Industrial 
Forum observed that '. . . the commitment 
to nuclear power generation involves ihe 
purchase of uranium, increased efforts to 
develop enrichment facilities, as well as 
reprocessing of waste, disposal etc. 
Investments in each of these stages of 
development of the nuclear fuel cycle 
would make to heavy a burden on the 
electric p wer industiy alone. ' 4 In the US 
the difficulty of raising sufficient capi tal 
funds has helped to cause large cutbacks 
in the nli' tear program and pressure on 
the government to assist the industry. It 
seems that the Atomic Industrial Forum is 
suggesting that similar difficulties a re 
being exper ienced in Japan. 

TARGET CUTBACKS 

L a te in 1975, the government 
Sealed down its nuclear forecast 
tor 1985, from 60GW to 49GW 
Tfien around March this year, a 
start was made on a further 

revision o! the forecast.'' At the time of 
writing, this most recent revision was not 
Completed 

There is however no doubt that the current 
official fi -recast oi 49GW is now completely 
unreah:,iic. This is evidenced in figures 
published by two government agencies in 
the energj field: the Institute of Energy 
Economics and the Japan At uc Energy 
Commission The Institute ha., iwr at 'east 
two years been much less optimistic about 
nuclear prospects than has the government 
itself In mid 1975, for example , the 
Institute forecast that Japan could only 
achieve somewhere between 30 and 
35GW by 1985 as opposed to the 60GW 
envisaged by the government at that 
time ' More recently, as construction 
schedules f ive sl ipped even further, the 
Institute- lowered its forecast to 
?:ic>s •. 

Whilst this is a fai cry from the original 
government forecast, close examine 
el JAEC figures for planned construi I.OII 
lor the next few years suggests that even 
27GW is much too optimistic Since 
reactors tat up to 9 years to complete, 
there is . o n s i d e n b l e doubt whether 

Japan 's nuclear capaci ty in 19B5 ..ill be 
any greater than that which includes 
reactors currently in operation (7 -1GW), 
under construction (9.7GW) and 'de: eiy 
p l a n n e d ' ( 3 7GW), a total of only 2 lGtV. ' 

The upshot of all this ;•• t hat the c ' i ibution 
of anclear power to j apan s overall energy 
supply in 1985 will be nun mat. it the 
optimistic figure of 27GW is actually 
achieved, n •• lear power will account f<... 
only 4 per cent of energy supply 1". Thus, 
desp i te a vigorous attempt to evelop • 
form of energy, Japan will still b e depe...»-
ent on overseas supply of fossil fuel 
(especially "*! from the volati' iddle 
East) for 8 0 9 0 pei cent of r... energy 
suppl ies ." 

Clearly there are other ways in ...iich 
Japan can obtain this relatively small 
amount of energy produced by nuc!<;ar 
plants : as suggested in the first report of 
the Range. Uranium Inquiry, these include 
conservation measures and the impon of 
larger amounts of steaming cv •! '<om 
Australia and other countries ' 

NUCLEAR OPPOSITION 

T he major reason for the su tantial 
cutback in the Japanese nuclear 
program is local resident oppos
ition. Opposition groups have 
grown up all over Japan in an 

effort to stop reactors being built The 
groups are largely comprised of ordinary 
citizens, especially fishermen, farmers, 
teachers and students, and are supported 
by a la rge number of scientists, a majority 
of lawyers in the Japanese Federatioi of 
Bar Associations, the powerful Japanese 
Congress Against A ' H Bombs, and 
socialist members of tl>. . -t." 

The impact of the opposition movement 
has been openly admitted by the nuclear 
authorities. In June 175, for example , the 
Institute of Energy Economics made the 
following statement ' 

The plans of ,ie electric power 
•• .mpanies call for a capacity of 49GW 
(uy l^tiS). The figure attained w.ll be 
much lower, possibly as low as 30 35GW, 
the reason being difficulty m undine/ 
suitable sues in the fare of opposition 
by locul residents, 'my emphasis) 

(As we have seen the Institute 
that 27GW is moii' reali 'i 

iW b 



At about the S M P time the aovern cen t ' s 
O-itr.il p(;wpT C il stated in a r ep ' that 

:M- ;plo .r" uneasy about nuclear 
s.iiety and are not yet free from the 

' nuclear Mernv arising from their 
exi- ; . • of •->' 'ic bombing*: problems 
are yet to be s< "d with regard to the 

J' effect of liquid e! uen' and the nuclear 
fuel ••-i«v All this makes it hard for 

>< the nuclear interests to find locations for 
' tb ir new generating p l an t s . ' 1 5 

In March 1977 the Japanese Atomic 
Enerqy Commission published (in English) 
its annual report for the year 1976/77 
fiscal year. The report clearly indicated 
both the ' ! - 'pth of anti-nuclear feeling in 
J-ipan an<: 'he ?•'• -ess of the opposition 
movement in •: trilling nuclear powei 
development. A !«w quotations from the 
report illustrate 's: 

'...'• > domestic circumstances surround
ing the development and use of atomic 
energy are getting exceedingly ramp

s' l icated. ' : ' ' and 

'. . . amid mounting hopes for atomic 
energy opposition moves are also 

• , gaining in intensity . . the piolonged 
« suspension of nuclear power plant 

operation lor scrupulous checks and 
'-, repairs necessitated by equipment 

troubles no doubt resulted in evoking 
ippmhension about the safety of nuclear 

;,; power geneiat ion and rloubts about its 
» onomic practicality among the people 

< at l a rge . ' 1 7 

There appear t-> ' - a number of associated 
factors contributing to the growth of the 
opposition movement. These may be 
e n u n c i a t e d i follows: 
' ! tie repeated breakdowns in plants 
h ive stirred public concern about the 
safety ot plants. 
?. M 1«' f-it three revelati -ns regarding 
distortion and suppression •( information 
on nuclear safety have caused people to 

•! be very suspicious of assurances of safety 
1 ( i '-so revelations related to falsification 

• ! "st results • •[ radioactivity near visiting 
nuclear warships,'" and suppression of 
events relating to a leakage of radioactive 
i-'7'iid, and the break.n-j of fuel rods at the 
Mil ima 1 piant in 1973) ' ' . 

i1 3 The failure of the authorities to find a 
wav of Hi- oosing of mui 'Mr waste and 
'..-. ,-isi-,r.'-|.it< ' hazard (whirl' also applies 

to the problem of reactor safety) of seismic 
instability. 
4. Reports tb-«t radiation exposures, 
-. ,-nivpd . sub-contract workers at the 
longest running and most accident-prone 
reactors, have i n c - ised by up to 3 0 0 % 
since 1971 
5. The notorio 1 ^ Mutsu in<ident in August 
1 , :)74. Japan 's first and only nuclear ship, 
the NS Mutsu exper ienced a radiation 
leak on its first voyage and Has since b- • n 
blackballed by fishermen an< i dock-workers 
in every major Japanese port. 
6. The direct exper ience which many 
Japanese have had with the ho -ors of 
radiat ion. (This factor should not be over
emphasised as the Japanese general ly 
accep ted the 'peaceful ' atom up to about 
1973). 
7. The continuing controversy over nuclear 
power in overseas countries 
8. The general disillusionment felt by 
many Japanese with the result of a frenetic 
period of growth, and the consequent 
growth of a strong environmental con
sciousness. The outbreaks of Minimata 
disease, Iti-Iti d isease , and increased 
asthma rates, have dramatised :he effects 
of severe pollution and m a d e people from 
all sections of Japanese society concerned 
about the introduction of yet another 
environmental hazard. 

IMPLICATIONS FOR URANIUM 
DEMAND 

A s noted above , during 1972/74, 
Japanese companies signed 
contracts for 8 5 per cent of 
projected uranium requirements 
up to 1985. These requirements 

assumed that 60GW of nuclear capa ity 
could be n hieved by 1985 

Although the exact quanti ty is not known, 
it is certain that Japan has (a large quantity 
of uranium stockpi led." As plants have 
opera ted at appal l ing levels of efficiency 
and as construction schedules have fallen 
further ,-iwl further behind, much of the 
uranium contracted for has proven surplus 
to requirement-; It therefore seems certain 
that Japan a l ready has sufficient uranium 
to last well into the 1990 's and perhaps 
beyond the year 2 0 0 0 . 

The pro-nuclear lobby in Japan would not 
agree with this conclusion Officials 
would argue that even if there is a surplus 
of uranium in 198 [>, this will be quickly 

5 



u^<-d up These i :i;cials strongly believe 
that the current nuclear malai-e is only 
temporary and that evt ntually nuclear 
power will fulfil its earlier promise 

It is t:us completely unfounded optimism 
which largely explains the great interest 
which successive delegation-; of Japanese 
officials display in Australian uranium. 
Clearly it the Japanese opposition 
movement doesn't just lade aw-.y, it will 
be practically impossible tor the authorities 
to speed up the rate ot construction to any 
significant extent. In fact, overseas trends 
would suggest that the opposition 
movement will grow, rather than decl ine , 
in strength 

• 
It . also reasonable to assume that Japan 
ese cttic, Is a re concerned about the 
impact which a uranium moratorium in 
Australia would have on the intensity of 
the anti-nuclear campaign in Japan. The 
tendency for successful protest in one 
country to spread to others is widely 
acknowledged It is there lore not unlikely 
that Japanese officials a re keen to see 
Australia's uranium developed regardless 
of whether it is needed to fuel Japanese 
le.tctor:, 

Another factor involved is the Japanese 
nuclear industry s desire to diversify its 
sources of supply. It could be that the 
industry wants Australia to mine uranium 
in case other sources ot supply become 
unwilling or unable to fulfill contracts in 
the future This is quite a different and 
less compelling argument than the one 
which states that Japan':, need is so 
despera te that invasion is likely. 

OFFICIAL REACTION 

T he reaction of government and 
industry to th ••ffectivenass ci 
the anti-nuclear movement has 
been a two-pronged one. Firstly, 
an Act was pa.sed in mid-1974 

tw allow large grants to lie givea tc local 
councils which accepted nuclear p lants ." 
These grants now am . .i to mi than 
one quarter of the governments '.uciear 
budged Nuclear opponents see the <j-.v.As, 
r.. (fisgui. •• I bribes, although to datr- ti. y 

hav. g.p.nently not been etfecti in 
• h-hi ; opposition 

Secondly theie have been large scale 

public rel itions efforts to overcome resist
ance In April 1975, lor example the 
acting Chairman oi the Japanese Atomic 
Energy Commission ' >id the a.-...u.tl 
meeting of the Atom. Industrial i. . . .HI 
that "the circumstaiK . surround.rig the 
development of nuclear power •••. Japan 
are so tou.jh that the AIF has had to take 
up the basic issue of how to i mote the 
development of nuclear power' ' Ti 
nature oi the campaign was illusb '-.d by 
a recent comment from the Ins" --a oi 
Energy Economics on the latest s tage of 
the campaign: 

. . both the public and private sectot 
aro to prepare PR material:, tor waging 
an effective campaign aimed at all 
levels of society The electric power 
companies and others are to intensify 
burning a>.d development of pei^ons 
skilled in ; . techniques as well as step 
up activities a imed at gaining public 
accep tance ' . 2 4 

Needless to say, the anti nuclear movement 
does not have the financial resources to 
match the combined ellortsof government 
and industry. As in Australia where the 
mining companies a re currently spending 
$ 5 0 0 , 0 0 0 on a three month campaign, 
there is real danger that raw economic 
power alone will enable the nuclear 
industry to perpetuate itself for some time, 
despite its patent failings 

CONCLUSION: AUSTRALIA'S ROLE? 
he major question involved is 
whether we in Au. 'ralia sho. :d 
side with what may be colled 
the Energy Establishment, or 
with the very large number of 

ordinary people who a. i ying to stop i 
spread of nuclear plants in Japan lo 
date , as this paper has shown, these 
peopie have been extraordinarily success
ful: the Japanese nuclear progr. u has 
been slowed to a virtual standstill y their 
ell ts. 

The ciy t: it Japan un :ly needs 
Australia':, uranium con.-' •»n the Energy 
Establishment This Est... ..merit, which 
is heavily committed to '. high enerq ' 
growth and high econ ;imc gro !h, 
n i.ikenly s. m by " 'i-.tralian p. .i;iiciai.., 
and media as repri : -.live ot i:.. views 
of the Juj .aiese pi. • •.: It is unl ..uriate 
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'.'r -SIVP di lecjations of Austral' <n 
p ;;iciai! have a one to the nerqy 
F.r^ablishmpnt ' ' learn about Japan's 
r.' : ; I' they had instead und ' taken a 
;• r-ult task -»-.d toured tl••• country 

n.crprot^" talking to ! iiermen, 
iimors, wompii. students and teachers, 

:'••.••• impression opined wouH almost 
cer ta in ' - 'have K ikinglv different. 

T'-day. Japan ir heavily polluted and 
».v'..-T.oly overcrowded. As in all western 
c ' ' . . : ' - 's there is profound and growing 
. i r husionmont with the results of hiq ' 
••>!•.onomic qi' 'th. The current at tempt by 
'no Energy h ' tabl ishement to overcome 
puhlirr resistan'-e and develop nuclear 
po r is merely the latest major anti
pollution struqgle in which local residents 
h ive been engaoed in the last d e c a d e 
or ?o 

iapan is al=n extremely vulnerable to 
change- in the politics of Middle East oil. 
If nuclear power is only going to supply 
4% 'A pnerqy needs in 1985, it is obviously 
' lilinq to live u p to its promise of reducing 
1 sis vulnerability. As Japan has few 
•indigenous enerqy resources, it seems 
th it the only real alternative to economic 
oi l lapse in the event of interruption of oil 
supplies (due to wfir or sanctions), is a 
fairly radical change in th«> way the 
Japanese use energy This would require 
a shift away from a few highly ertetgy-
intensivp industt.es which account for a 
large proportion of industrial electricity 
consumption, determined energy conserv
ation pfforts in all sectors, arid a redirection 
of research and development funds away 
fro; nuclear p<"> r to alternative energy 
sources and conn > • .lion technologies. 

(Alroadv there are r>rrns that sii' ;avings 
'>uld * • mad" !i the 1 ° ' ' 75 and 

i97 r : 7f> 'iscal , •• i's, Japan energy 
qrowtn rate was neqative whilst its 
nr^rr-m'.r -:Tow*h rate as measured by 

A '•q.ards a' rnative er,Prqy soun >'S, 
Am • T.ov.n:- ; ' is pointed out that Japan 
is exceptionally well-suited to the develop
ment of renewable sources, -olar, wind 
• •rid orqanio conversion As Lovins says 
"•'•'ith rpspp'-t to almost all the uncon-
•.•!.•-. • )i i r,"r :y • 'ur'-ps Japan is thp best 
•••:!'i • 1 ' ' a!;'..- rr ••••{ ind is 'r 'al country 

. . . Jarvin is at low lat i tude and receives 
much energy from t U o sun at all sea >ns, 
has exceptional on and offshore wind 
resources (and) . . . is an exellent geo 
thermal zone. Furthermore, Japanese 
settlement patt . s a re peculiarly well-
suited to c<"' i-i'ing domestic, agricultural 
and industrial wastes, to clean fuels.'• h 

In fact the Japanese government is 
optimistic abo- ' al ternative sources The 
Ministry of International Trade and Industry 
has written that there is a growing 
possibility that solar energy can be 
effecively harnessed to a considerable 
degree to meet a significant part of our 
future requirements of energy •' and ihat 
'from the long range viewpoint geothermal 
energy may become an important resource 
with quite a promising fu ture"" It ••e^ms 
therefore that imports of steaming . >al 
from Australia and meaningful energy 
conservation policies could provide a 
bridge to a sustainable energy future 
based on solar and qeo-fhermal energy. 
On th" other hand the lonqpr the nuclear 
option is persisted with, thp more difficult 
it will be to make the transition from a 
high energy society based largely on oil 
and natural gas , to a lower energy society 
1 ased on a mix of coal, solar, qoothermal, 
hydro, and (in vital areas), oil. 

http://industt.es


Aui'.r.iii.:'s energy policy should be framed 
so .is to prom ite the development oi a 
sustainable energy policy in Japan. A 
refusal to supply uranium would boost the 
morale oi the opposition movement in 
Japan and thereby help to halt the further 
ijiowth ot the nuclear industry. Australia 
should also make it known to the Japan. .> 
people that our relatively abundant coal 
reserves will be r a d e avai lable to them 

II gen. :ous terms Ii used in conjunction 
with modern, cleaner, > •• il burning tech 
iiulogy th,., would (acini ite the transition. 

The.e are many reasons •'!•'• Vistralia's 
uranium should not be inuu. i Each ot 
these hat; relevance to Japan. The export 
ot uranium tor example, will certainly 
result in pressure ior Australia to store 
Japan's nuclear waste This is because 
Japan is both ear thquake prone and 
densley populated Also, as the Japanese 

NOTES 

1 Qui. .ted in AMJX) Japan Asia Quarterly, 
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